Within the history of English lexicography, bilingual word lists with the language order Latin-English precede those with the order EnglishLatin. Stein (1985) compared the two earliest English-Latin dictionaries, the Promptorium parvulorum (1440) and the Catholicon Anglicum (1483) and suggested that the overall organization of the Catholicon Anglicum seems to be more geared towards the encoding language needs of the 15th- 
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words from the various sources consulted and then supply English translation equivalents for them. This is what they did, and when an English equivalent was not known or at hand, the space was simply left empty.
For compilers of early English-Latin dictionaries, the lexicographical task was more difficult. They had to compile an English headword list and had to decide which English spelling to choose for the lemma (obviously, more of a problem than where the English form merely glossed a Latin word). They might, of course, have turned around Latin-English word lists, making the English equivalent the headword and the Latin lemma the corresponding translation equivalent. That this was one of the lexicographical working practices becomes manifest from a close study of early bilingual dictionaries matching Latin and English.
Comparing the two earliest English-Latin dictionaries and trying to establish the lexicographical methods used by their compilers, I suggested in 1985 that the overall organization of the Catholicon Anglicum seems to be more geared towards the encoding language needs of the 15th-century English person learning Latin than was the case with the Promptorium parvulorum. The earliest dated manuscript of the latter goes back to 1440 and that of the Catholicon Anglicum to 1483, which puts nearly two generations between the two works.
In the present article, I would like to come back to this suggestion and develop it further by looking at the Catholicon Anglicum from a learner's point of view. by to, or that nouns had to be used with a specific kind of determiner.
There is no way of knowing whether the compiler may have meant to further his users' grammatical education in the mother tongue. Yet what is manifest from the compiler's decision is that in retaining the prelemmatic features he achieves a clear grammatical differentiation of homonyms.
The searching eyes of the dictionary users would have been able to identify the lexical item they were looking for at a single quick glance. to Smyte out; labifacere, vt: ego labifaciam dentes tuos.
As we can see, the phrase and sentence examples are always introduced by the particle ut and they represent ordinary language use. They are not translated into English, the learners' mother tongue. Illustrative examples in the learners' mother tongue translated into the foreign language were to be one of the outstanding characteristics of the first English (1) Derived adjectives ('participium' is the term used for 'adjective' in the Catholicon Anglicum) for nouns, e.g.:
Crystalle; cristallus; cristallinus participium. 
